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You cited the positive adjustment by the community to adapt to climate change and flooding e.g resorting to fish. Are there key interventions that have 
been taken to avert biodiversity loss and threats facing Lake Nakuru?

Climate change is the main overarching issue, which is being addressed 
internationally and at the state level to some degree. Locally, there’s not much that 
can be done to stop the flooding and pollution of Nakuru.

Like James said in the video, more studies need to be done to convince those in 
power that climate change and pollution need to be mitigated from the top. But 
also, sensitizing locals on small actions can lead to larger changes.
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What was your experience working as an environmental journalist in foreign lands; challenges, insights, recommendations? 

- I don’t have experience being a journalist anywhere else, so I have no norm to 
compare to. But in Uganda, as a foreigner, I am allowed to be anything, from a 
journalist to a land grabber. People give me power I would never have in my home 
country. This could be abused. I had to be aware of that - that I may bring people 
into dangerous situations I could escape from but that might get them killed.

- Any foreigner who works with sensitive information should understand the gravity of 
their position in a given country, and what their identity might imply for locals around 
them.

- I felt like I didn’t know anything. Everything was new. That’s why I had to rely on 
being paired with a local journalist in order to execute the story successfully: from 
booking drivers to accomodation. I had to be open to whatever came. I’m not afraid 
of the unknown, which is what allowed me to be here.


